
A novel split and merge tehnique for hypertextlassi�ationSuman Saha, C. A. Murthy and Sankar K. Pal{ssaha_r, murthy, sankar}�isial.a.inCenter for Soft Computing Researh, Indian Statistial InstituteAbstrat. As web grows at an inreasing speed, hypertext lassi�a-tion is beoming a neessity. While the literature on text ategorizationis quite mature, the issue of utilizing hypertext struture and hyperlinkshas been relatively unexplored. In this paper, we introdue a novel splitand merge tehnique for lassi�ation of hypertext douments. The split-ting proess is performed at the feature level by representing the hyper-text features in a tensor spae model. We exploit the loal-struture andneighborhood reommendation enapsulated in the this representationmodel. The merging proess is performed on multiple lassi�ations ob-tained from split representation. A meta level deision system is formedby obtaining preditions of base level lassi�ers trained on di�erent om-ponents of the tensor and atual ategory of the hypertext doument.These individual preditions for eah omponent of the tensor are sub-sequently ombined to a �nal predition using rough set based ensemblelassi�ers. Experimental results of lassi�ation obtained by using ourmethod is marginally better than other existing hypertext lassi�ationtehniques.keywords:Hypertext lassi�ation, tensor spae model, rough ensemble las-si�er1 IntrodutionAs the web is expanding, where most web pages are onneted with hyperlinks,the role of automati ategorization of hypertext is beoming more and moreimportant. The hallange of retrieval engine is, it need to searh and retrievetoolarge number of web pages. By ategorizing douments a priori, the searhspae an be redued dramatially and the quality of ad-ho retrieval improved.Besides, web users often prefer navigating through searh diretories as in portalsites.Vetor Spae Model (VSM), the footstone of many web mining and informa-tion retrieval tehniques [1℄, is used to represent the text douments and de�nethe similarity among them. Bag of word (BOW) [2℄ is the earliest approahused to represent doument as a bag of words under the VSM. In the BOWrepresentation, a doument is enoded as a feature vetor, with eah element



in the vetor indiating the presene or absene of a word in the doument byTFIDF (Term Frequeny Inverse Doument Frequeny) indexing. A doumentvetor has no memory about the struture of the hypertext. Information aboutthe HTML markup struture and hyperlink onnetivity is ignored in VSM rep-resentation. For web page ategorization, a frequently used approah is to usehyperlink information, whih improves ategorization auray [3℄. Often hyper-link struture is used to support the preditions of a learned lassi�er, so thatdouments that are pointed to by the same page will be more likely to havethe same lassi�ation. There exist many artiles using di�erent kinds of fea-tures (URL, anhortext, meta-tags, neighborhood, et.....), but �nally they arerepresented in a single vetor, thereby losing the information about the stru-tural omponent of hypertext where the word appeared. As an example, the fatthat a word appearing in the title or URL is more important than the sameword appearing in the text ontent, is ignored. Details of hypertext featureshave been given in setion 2. Based on the assumption that eah soure of infor-mation provides a di�erent viewpoint, a ombination has the potential to havebetter knowledge than any single method. Methods utilizing di�erent souresof information are ombined to ahieve further improvement, espeially whenthe information onsidered is orthogonal. In web lassi�ation, ombining linkand ontent information is quite popular. A ommon way to ombine multipleinformation is to treat information from di�erent soures as di�erent (usuallydisjoint) feature sets, on whih multiple lassi�ers are trained. After that, theselassi�ers are ombined together to generate the �nal deision.In this artile we have proposed a novel split and merge lassi�ation of hy-pertext douments. The splitting proess relies on di�erent types of features,whih are extrated from a hypertext doument and its neighbors. The splitfeatures are represented in a tensor spae model, whih onsists of a sixth ordertensor for eah hypertext doument that is a di�erent vetor for eah of the dif-ferent types of features. In this representation the features extrated from URLor Title or any other part are assigned to di�erent tensor omponents (vetor).Note that, unlike a matrix, omponents of a tensor di�er in size, and featurespae of eah tensor omponent may be di�erent from others. This representa-tion model does not ignore the information about internal markup struture andlink struture of the hypertext douments. In eah tensor omponent a base levellassi�ation has been performed. The di�erent types of lassi�ations have beenombined using rough set based ensemble lassi�er [4℄. Our experiments demon-strate that splitting the feature set based on struture improves the performaneof a learning lassi�er. By ombining di�erent lassi�ers it is possible to improvethe performane even further.In order to realize the spei�ed objetives, the features of hypertext dou-ments are disussed in setion 2. Setions 3 and 4 present tensor spae model andrough set based ensemble lassi�er respetively. Setion 5 overs the proposedmethodology. Finally, the experimental results are reported in setion 6.



2 Hypertext featuresA hypertext doument onsists of di�erent types of features whih are found tobe useful for representing a web page [5℄. Written in HTML, web pages ontainadditional information other than text ontent, suh as HTML tags, hyperlinksand anhor text (Fig 1). These features an be divided into two broad lasses:on-page features, whih are diretly loated on the page to be represented, andfeatures of neighbors, whih are found on the pages related in some way withthe page to be represented.

Fig. 1. Di�erent type of features of hypertext doumentMost ommonly used on-page features are URL of the web page, outgoinglinks of web page, HTML tags, title-headers and text body ontent of the webpage.
1) Features of URL: Uniform resoure loators (URLs), whih mark the addressof a resoure on the world wide web, provides valuable information about thedoument and an be used to predit the ategory of the resoure [6℄. A URL is�rst divided to yield a baseline segmentation into its omponents as given by theURI protool (e.g., sheme :// host / path elements / doument . extension),and further segmented wherever one or more non-alphanumeri haraters ap-pear (e.g., faulty-info − > faulty info).
2) Anhor text: Anhor text usually provides relevant desriptive or ontextualinformation about the ontent of the link's destination. Thus it an be used topredit the ategory of the target page. Anhor text an provide a good soureof information about a target page beause it represents how people linking tothe page atually desribe it. Several studies have tried to use either the anhortext or the text near it to predit a target page's ontent [7℄.
3) Text ontent: The text on a page is the most relevant omponent for at-egorization. However, due to a variety of unontrolled noise in web pages, a



bag-of-words representation for all terms may not result in top performane. Re-searhers have tried various methods to make better use of the textual features.Popular methods are feature seletion, vetor of features, N-gram representa-tion, whih inludes not only single terms, but also up to 5 onseutive words[2℄. The advantage of using n-gram representation is that it is able to apturethe onepts expressed by a sequene of terms (phrases), whih are unlikely tobe haraterized using single terms. However, an n-gram approah has a signif-iant drawbak; it usually generates a spae with muh higher dimensionalitythan the bag-of-words representation does. Therefore, it is usually performed inombination with feature seletion [2℄.
4) Title and headers: Title and headers an be the most signi�ant features foundin a hypertext doument, beause they generally summarize the ontent of thepage. Researhers have shown that inorporating features of title and headersimprove the ategorization results [8℄.
5) In-links: Link struture of the web o�ers some important information for an-alyzing the relevane and quality of web pages. Intuitively, the author of a webpage A, who plaes a link to web page B, believes that B is relevant to A. Theterm in-links refers to the hyperlinks pointing to a page. Usually, the larger thenumber of in-links, the higher a page will be rated. The rationale is similar toitation analysis, in whih an often-ited artile is onsidered better than theone never ited. The assumption is made that if two pages are linked to eahother, they are likely to be on the same topi. One study atually found that thelikelihood of linked pages having similar textual ontent was high, if one onsid-ered random pairs of pages on the web [9℄. Researhers have developed severallink-analysis algorithms over the past few years. The most popular link-basedweb analysis algorithms inlude PageRank [10℄ and HITS [11℄.
6) Out-links: Category of the already lassi�ed neighboring pages an be used todetermine the ategories of unvisited web pages. In general, features of neighborsprovide an alternative view of a web page, whih supplement the view from on-page features. Therefore, olletively onsidering both an help in reduing theategorization error. Underlying mehanism of olletive inferene has been in-vestigated by the researhers and has been argued that the bene�t does not onlyome from a larger feature spae, but also from modelling dependenies amongneighbors and utilizing known lass labels [8℄. Suh explanations may also applyto why web page lassi�ation bene�ts from utilizing features of neighbors.3 Split representation of hypertexts in tensor spaemodelTensors provide a natural and onise mathematial framework for formulatingand solving problems in high dimensional spae analysis [12℄.Tensor algebra andmultilinear analysis have been applied suessfully in many domains suh as;fae reognition, mahine vision, doument analysis, feature deomposition, textmining et. [13�19℄.



An n-order tensor in m-dimensional spae is a mathematial objet that has
n indies and eah ranges from 1 to m, i.e., eah index of a tensor ranges overthe number of dimensions of spae. Tensors are generalizations of salars (0-order, whih have no indies), vetors (1-order, whih have a single index), andmatries (2-order, whih have two indies) to an arbitrary number of indies.Doument indexing and representation has been a fundamental problem ininformation retrieval for many years. Most of the previous works are based onthe Vetor Spae Model (VSM). The douments are represented as vetors, andeah word orresponds to a dimension. In this setion, we introdue a new Ten-sor Spae Model (TSM) for doument representation. In Tensor Spae Model, adoument is represented as a tensor (Fig 2), where domain of the tensor is theprodut of di�erent vetor spaes. Eah vetor spae is assoiated with a parti-ular type of features of the hypertext douments. The vetor spaes onsideredhere are orresponding to 1) features of URL, 2) features of anhor text, 3) fea-tures of title and headers, 4) features of text ontent, 5) features of outgoinglinks and 6) features of inoming links, the features are word in our ase.In this paper, we propose a novel Tensor Spae Model (TSM) for hyper-text representation. The proposed TSM is based on di�erent types of featuresextrated from the HTML doument and their neighbors. It o�ers a potentmathematial framework for analyzing the internal markup struture and linkstruture of HTML douments along with text ontent. The proposed TSM forhypertext onsists of a 6th order tensor, for eah order the dimension is thenumber of terms of the orresponding types extrated from the hypertexts.

(a) TSM
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

All features of hypertextFeatures of a vetor are theunion of features of URL, anhortext, title and headers, text on-tent, inoming links and outgo-ing links.The features appearing in morethan one omponent will be on-sidered as same features.(b) VSMFig. 2. Hypertext representation using (a) tensor spae model and (b) vetorspae model.



3.1 Mathematial formulation of TSMLet H be any hypertext doument. Let, SHu = {eHu
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}be the set orresponding to features of inoming links.Let SH be the set representing all features of H in a vetor spae, V . Then,
SH = SHu∪SHa∪SHh∪SHc∪SHout∪SHin. Let SH

1 be the set of features whihare present in more than one omponent. So, SH
1 = ∪(x,y∈F )&x 6=yS

Hx ∩ SHy,where, F = {u, a, h, c, out, in}. Note that, features present in more than twoomponents is already onsidered in the above expression. Let s be an elementof SH
1 . That is s has ourred in more than one omponent of the hypertextdouments. For eah appearane of s in di�erent omponents, s may have di�er-ent signi�ane regarding the ategorization of the hypertext douments. Nowthe multiple appearane of s is ignored in SH, as it is a set of union of the setsorresponding to the omponents of hypertext.In the vetor spae model for hypertext representation, vetors are on-struted on SH, that is, ourrene of s ∈ SH

1 in di�erent omponents is ig-nored. In some advaned vetor spae models elements of di�erent omponentsare tagged [8℄, that is SH
1 = φ. Let |.| denote ardinality of a set. Number offeatures of di�erent omponents may have a large variane value. For exam-ple, |SHu| << |SHc|. In this representation, importane of the elements orre-sponding to the omponents with low ardinality, is ignored during magnitudenormalization.In tensor spae model the features orresponding to di�erent omponentsof hypertext are represented as di�erent omponents of a tensor. Let T be thetensor spae orresponding to hypertext douments. Eah member T of T is ofthe form T = Txi where, x ∈ F and 1 ≤ i ≤ |SHx|, i.e. the value of T at (x, i) is

eHx
i . Note that i depends on x, so it is not just a matrix.Similarity measures on TSM Cosine similarity is a measure of similaritybetween two vetors of n dimensions by �nding the angle between them, oftenused to ompare douments in text mining. Given two vetors of attributes,

A and B, the osine similarity, Sim(A, B) = (|A.B|)/(|A|.|B|) where the wordvetors A, B , represented after removing stop words and stemming. For textmathing, the attribute vetors A and B are usually the tf-idf vetors of thedouments. The resulting similarity will yield the value of 0 meaning, the vetorsare independent, and 0 meaning, the vetors are same, with in-between valuesindiating intermediate similarities or dissimilarities.Let T be the tensor spae orresponding to hypertext douments. Eah mem-ber T of T is of the form T = Trs where r ranges on the types of featuresonsidered and s ranges on number of terms extrated of partiular types. Thetensor similarity between two tensors Ti and Tj of T is de�ned as sim(Ti, Tj) =



∑
r sim(Tir, Tjr), where sim(Tir, Tjr) is the similarity between rth omponentof Ti and Tj. Now, for eah r, the rth omponents of a tensor Ti is a vetor. So,

sim(Tir, Tjr) is basially the similarity between two vetors. Note that, here,osine similarity is onsidered as vetor similarity measure.Computational omplexity on TSM Let n be the total number of featuresof hypertext douments. Let n1, n2, . . . , nr be the number of features assoiatedwith the 1st, 2nd, . . . , rth omponents of the tensor respetively. From the def-inition of TSM we obtain ∑r

i=1 ni = n. Let m be the number of douments.The omplexity of an algorithm, A onstruted on VSM an be expressed as
f(m, n, α), where α is orresponding to spei� parameters of A. The expres-sion of omplexity f(m, n, α) is written as: O(minjαk). The omplexity of thesame algorithm, A onstruted on TSM an be written as: O(minj

tα
k), where

nt = maxr
s=1{n1, n2, . . . , nr}. Sine, nt < n, we an write (nt)

j ≤ nj . Hene,
O(minj

tα
k) ≤ O(minjαk). Thus the following theorem holds.Theorem: Computational omplexity of an algorithm performing on tensorspae model using tensor similarity measure as distane is at most the omputa-tional omplexity of the same algorithm performing on vetor spae model usingvetor similarity measure as distane.4 Merging lassi�ations using rough ensemble lassi�erThe rough ensemble lassi�er (REC) is designed to extrat deision rules fromtrained lassi�er ensembles that perform lassi�ation tasks [4℄. REC utilizestrained ensembles to generate a number of instanes onsisting of predition ofindividual lassi�ers as onditional attribute values and atual lasses as dei-sion attribute values. Then a deision table is onstruted using all the instaneswith one instane in eah row. One the deision table is onstruted, rough setattribute redution is performed to determine ore and minimal reduts. Thelassi�ers orresponding to a minimal redut are then taken to form lassi�erensemble for REC lassi�ation system. From the minimal redut, the deisionrules are omputed by �nding mapping between deision attribute and ondi-tional attributes. These deision rules obtained by rough set tehnique are thenused to perform lassi�ation tasks (Fig.3). Following theorems exists in thisregard.� Theorem 1: Rough set based ombination is an optimal lassi�er ombina-tion tehnique [4℄.� Theorem 2:The performane of the rough set based ensemble lassi�er isat least same as every one of its onstituent single lassi�ers [4℄.5 Split and merge lassi�ation of hypertextsHere we propose a split and merge lassi�ation of hypertexts. A hypertext do-ument is split on the basis of the di�erent types of features existing in it. Tensor



(a) Meta instane1 (b) Meta instane2
() Training REC (d) Testing RECFig. 3. Example desribing di�erent steps of REC. Sub�gures (a) and (b) showthe lassi�ation of instanes by di�erent base lassi�ers (denoted as BC). Out-puts of the base lassi�ers along with the atual lass have been onsidered toonstrut meta data. Sub �gure () show the training of REC. Sub�gure (d)show the output of REC.spae model has been used to represent the hypertext using the information oftext ontent, internal mark-up struture and link struture. Classi�ation of hy-pertext douments, represented as tensor, an be obtained in two ways: (1) byintegrating lassi�er's parameters of di�erent tensor omponents and (2) by in-tegrating lassi�ers output obtained on di�erent tensor omponents. In the �rstway, a K-NN lassi�ation has been performed using tensor similarity measure.In the seond way ensemble lassi�ation has been performed (Fig. 4). For en-semble lassi�ation, base level lassi�ation has been arried out on individualtensor omponents and ombined lassi�ation has been obtained using roughset based ensemble lassi�er.5.1 Preproessing for split representationHypertext douments are tokenized with syntati rules and anonial forms.First we selet a set of relevant features from a HTML doument. For eah typeof feature an individual tensor omponent is onstruted. A tensor omponent is



Fig. 4. Blok diagram of proposed method.a vetor, whih represents the terms of partiular type orresponding to the om-ponent. Note that the tensor spae model aptures the strutural representationof hypertext doument.
1) Preproessing text ontent:� The text is stemmed using Porter's stemming algorithm and stop words areremoved.� Unique words present in the text are represented as a tensor omponent.This tensor omponent orresponds to the text ontent of the hypertextdouments.
2) Preproessing URL:� A URL is �rst divided to yield a baseline segmentation into its omponents asgiven by the URI protool (e.g., sheme :// host / path elements / doument. extension), and further segmented wherever one or more non-alphanumeriharaters appear.� These segmented substrings are treated as words. All these words found ina URL will be represented as a tensor omponent orresponding to featuresof URLs.
3) Preproessing anhor text:� Anhor text is a small text ontent. The text is stemmed using Porter'sstemming algorithm and stop words are removed.� This is omputed in the same way as text ontent, exept substituting eahdoument by a virtual doument onsisting of all the anhor text inside thatdoument.



� Unique words present in this virtual doument are represented as a tensoromponent orresponding to features of anhor text.
4) Preproessing of title and headers:� Title and headers are text ontents. The text is stemmed using Porter'sstemming algorithm and stop words are removed.� Unique words present in these text are represented as a tensor omponentorresponding to features of title and headers.
5) Preproessing in-links:� All in-links are �rst divided to yield a baseline segmentation into its ompo-nents as given by the URI protool and further segmented wherever one ormore non-alphanumeri haraters appear.� The tokens obtained by segmentation of the in-links are stored in a tensoromponent orresponding to features of in-links.
6) Preproessing out-links:� All out-links are �rst divided to yield a baseline segmentation into its om-ponents as given by the URI protool and further segmented wherever oneor more non-alphanumeri haraters appear.� The tokens obtained by segmentations of the out-links are stored in a tensoromponent orresponding to features of out-links.The above methodologies are applied on split hypertext douments. Themerging will take plae during lassi�ation, whih is desribed below.5.2 Merging of lassi�ationsWe now desribe how to merge the lassi�ations obtained from eah one of theomponents of the tensor using naive bayes as base level lassi�ers. To gener-ate the initial lassi�ations for rough ensemble lassi�er, we assume a base levellassi�er and train it on eah tensor omponent. These trained lassi�ers providedi�erent lassi�ations on the tensor spae. Outputs of the base lassi�ers andthe atual lass information are used to onstrut meta level deision table. Out-put of a base level lassi�er ontributes to the existene of an attribute, valuesof this attribute an be any lass label that is determined by the base lassi�erorresponding to the tensor omponent. This meta data represented in the formof deision table is the input of rough set based ensemble lassi�er and its outputis the merged lassi�ation. So the number of attributes is the same as numberof tensor omponents. Rough set based attribute redution tehniques eliminatesuper�uous attributes and reate a minimal su�ient subset of attributes for adeision table. Suh minimal su�ient subset of attributes is alled a redut.One the redut is omputed we remove redundant lassi�ers from the ensem-ble and onstrut new redued deision table. Rough set based deision rulesextrated from this redued deision table are applied to obtain �nal lassi�a-tion. These deision rules perform merging of the base level deisions into a �naldeision.



6 Experimental ResultsWe performed a large number of experiments to test the output of proposedmethods. We now desribe the data orpuses, methodologies and results.6.1 Data ColletionWe used four data sets, Looksmart, Dmoz, webkb and Yahoo for our experiments.We rawled the Looksmart and Dmoz web diretories. These diretories are wellknown for maintaining a ategorized hypertext douments. The web diretoriesare multi-level tree-strutured hierarhy. The top level of the tree, whih is the�rst level below the root of the tree, ontains 13 ategories in Looksmart (Table2) and 16 ategories for Dmoz (Table 1). Eah of these ategories ontains sub-ategories that are plaed in the seond level below the root. We use the top-levelategories to label the web pages in our experiments.(a)Class #Pages %Pages #Links %LinksArts 1855 6.27 4292 8.25Business 1672 5.65 3665 7.04Computers 2017 6.82 3946 7.58Games 1500 5.07 2124 4.08Health 1343 4.54 3210 6.17Home 1786 6.04 2895 5.56Sports 2537 8.58 3374 6.48Kids and Teens 2290 7.74 2978 5.72News 2626 8.88 3702 7.11Rereation 2631 8.89 2996 5.76Referene 1032 3.49 3389 6.51Regional 1492 5.04 5441 10.46Siene 2387 8.07 2977 5.72Shopping 1596 5.39 2020 3.88World 1529 5.17 2093 4.02Soiety 1271 4.29 2896 5.56Total 29564 100 51998 100

(b)Components # featuresURL 27935Anhor 25111Title 36965Text 104126In-link 23903Out-link 21878Total 239918Union 188519
S1* 51399*S1 inludes the featuresappearing in at leasttwo omponents

Table 1. Class distribution and features of the dmoz data in links and pages.The webkb data set was olleted from the WebKB projet. The pages inthe WebKB dataset are lassi�ed into one of the ategories Student, Course,Department, Faulty, Projet, Sta� and Other (Table 3). Here there are 8077douments in 7 ategories. The largest ategory (Other) onsists of 3025 pages;while the smallest ategory (Sta�) onsists of only 135 pages.



(a)Class #Pages %Pages #Links %LinksAuto 677 5.38 1859 7.12Eduation 1211 9.64 3463 13.26Health 1087 8.65 2655 10.17Money 631 5.02 1193 4.57Rereation 131 1.04 654 2.50Style 976 7.76 1353 5.18Travel 595 4.73 1622 6.21Cities 1245 9.91 2396 9.17Food 1203 9.57 2371 9.08HomeLiving 1676 13.34 2796 10.71Musi 1236 9.83 2971 11.38Sports 742 5.90 1483 5.68Teh Games 1152 9.17 1285 4.92Total 12562 100 26101 100

(b)Components # featuresURL 17469Anhor 17766Title 11463Text 41153In-link 16599Out-link 13272Total 117722Union 86822
S1* 30900*S1 inludes the featuresappearing in at leasttwo omponentsTable 2. Class distribution and features of the looksmart data.(a)Class #Pages %Pages #Links %LinksStudent 1639 20.29 2544 19.07Faulty 1121 13.87 2147 16.09Course 926 11.46 1229 9.21Projet 701 8.67 1083 8.11Department 530 6.56 1194 8.95Other 3025 37.45 4730 35.45Sta� 135 1.67 413 3.09Total 8077 100 13340 100*S1 inludes the features appearingin at least two omponents

(b)Components # featuresURL 12898Anhor 10515Title 16193Text 23582In-link 14529Out-link 14094Total 91811Union 72071
S1* 19740Table 3. Class distribution and features of the webkb data.Another data set onsists of 40000 web pages rawled from the Yahoo topidiretory (http://dir.yahoo.om). This is a large hypertext orpous, manuallylassi�ed by the human experts. The extrated subset inludes 33253 pages,whih are distributed among 14 top level ategories. The largest ategory (Si-ene) onsists of 4627 pages; while the smallest ategory (Regional) onsists ofonly 782 pages. Detailed information about number of pages and number of linksin the eah ategory of the Yahoo data set is given in the Table 4.We proessed the data sets to remove images and sripts followed by stop-words removal and stemming. Link graph has been onstruted for eah of thedatasets for extrating neighborhood features. URLs have been segmented for



(a)Class #Pages %Pages #Links %LinksArts 2731 8.21 4269 7.70Business 4627 13.91 6092 11.00Computers 3205 9.63 6444 11.63Eduation 2976 8.94 5357 9.67Entertainment 1592 4.78 2184 3.94Government 782 2.35 1703 3.07Health 2542 7.64 3999 7.22NewsMedia 3716 11.17 6580 11.88Rereation 1482 4.45 2965 5.35Referene 1183 3.55 3165 5.71Regional 1020 3.06 2219 4.00Siene 3350 10.07 4486 8.10SoialSiene 2859 8.59 3493 6.30SoietyCulture 1188 3.57 2424 4.37Total 33253 100 55380 100

(b)Components # featuresURL 34045Anhor 31863Title 43428Text 127459In-link 44720Out-link 40163Total 321678Union 256118
S1* 65560*S1 inludes the featuresappearing in at leasttwo omponentsTable 4. Class distribution and features of the yahoo data.extrating URL features. Finally features extrated from all the omponents ofhypertext have been represented using both the models (i.e., tensor spae modeland vetor spae model) in our experiments. We have onsidered vetor spaemodel for the purpose of omparison.6.2 Evaluation MeasureWe have employed the standard measures to evaluate the performane of hy-pertext lassi�ation (i.e. preision, reall and F1 measures). Preision ( P ) isthe proportion of atual positive lass members returned by the system amongall positive lass members. Reall ( R ) is the proportion of predited positivemembers among all atual positive lass members in the data. F1 is the harmoniaverage of preision and reall as shown below:

F1 =
2PR

P + RTo evaluate the average performane aross multiple ategories, there are twoonventional methods: miro-average-F1 and maro-average-F1. Miro-average-
F1 is the global alulation of F1 measure regardless of ategories. Maro-average-
F1 is the average on F1 sores of all ategories. Miro-average gives equal weightto every doument, while maro-average gives equal weight to every ategory,regardless of its frequeny. In our experiments, preision, reall miro-average-F1and maro-average-F1 will be used to evaluate the lassi�ation performane.



6.3 Classi�ation results on TSMDeisions of many vetor spae lassi�ers are based on a notion of distane, e.g.,when omputing the nearest neighbors in k-NN lassi�ation. For evaluation ofthe tensor spae model for hypertext representation, we have onstruted twok-NN lassi�ers. In the �rst ase, k-NN lassi�ation on vetor spae representa-tion for hypertext doument is onsidered and vetor similarity measure is usedto ompute nearest neighbor. In the seond ase, k-NN lassi�ation on ten-sor spae model for hypertext representation is onsidered and tensor similaritymeasure is used to ompute nearest neighbour. The performanes of these twolassi�ers have been observed on four di�erent datasets, Yahoo, webKB, Looks-mart and Dmoz. The lassi�ation results of omparisons are shown in tables4(a), 4(b), 4() and 4(d). The results has been shown in terms of Preession,reall, miro-average-F1 and maro-average-F1. It an be observed from the ta-bles that lassi�ation results are better when tensor spae model for hypertextrepresentation is onsidered ompared to lassi�ation results when vetor spaemodel for representation is onsidered.(a)Data set VSM TSM Better?Dmoz 92.94 95.07 √Looksmart 90.13 93.55 √WebKB 91.85 94.67 √Yahoo 88.24 89.12 √

(b)Data set VSM TSM Better?Dmoz 83.27 88.89 √Looksmart 87.36 90.26 √WebKB 85.80 84.91 √Yahoo 82.36 86.42 √()Data set VSM TSM Better?Dmoz 87.83 91.87 √Looksmart 88.72 91.87 √WebKB 88.72 89.52 √Yahoo 85.19 87.74 √

(d)Data set VSM TSM Better?Dmoz 85.69 89.32 √Looksmart 83.18 87.63 √WebKB 84.28 87.23 √Yahoo 84.50 86.34 √Table 5. Results of k-NN lassi�ation on VSM and TSM
6.4 Classi�ation results on individual omponents and ombinedresults.In this subsetion we have provided the results of experiments regarding lassi�-ations of hypertext douments. Classi�ations of hypertext have been performedon di�erent omponents of tensor spae model orresponding to di�erent types offeature sets using naive bayes lassi�er. Here naive bayes lassi�er is used for itssimpliity in implementation. We have also provided the results of lassi�ationwith tensor spae model using k-NN lassi�er where tensor similarity measure



is distane. In addition, the ombined results of lassi�ation are provided usingrough set based ensemble lassi�er. The ases onsidered are given below.
A) Classi�ation based on URL features (2, 5.1) using naive bayes lassi�er.
B) Classi�ation based on Anhor text features (2, 5.1) using naive bayeslassi�er.
C) Classi�ation based on features of Title and headers (2, 5.1) using naivebayes lassi�er.
D) Classi�ation based on features of Text ontent (2, 5.1) using naive bayeslassi�er.
E) Classi�ation based on features of In-oming links (2, 5.1) using naivebayes lassi�er.
F ) Classi�ation based on features of Out-going links (2, 5.1) using naivebayes lassi�er.
G) Classi�ation based on Tensor similarity measure (6.3) using using k-NNlassi�er.
H) Classi�ation based on split marge lassi�ation (5.2).Results on preision, reall, miro-F1 and maro-F1 of A, B, C, D, E, F, Gand H have been reported in tables 6, 7, 8, 9 respetively. It an be observed thatlassi�ation results are poor for link based features than the text based features,and ombined results orresponding to proposed methods are far better.Table 6. Classi�ation results on individual omponents and their rough setbased ombination in terms of preision.Data set A B C D E F G HDmoz 62.01 70.30 76.61 81.96 66.37 68.42 95.07 95.32Looksmart 67.50 70.11 74.51 82.64 62.29 61.28 93.55 94.02WebKB 64.90 72.02 69.92 86.16 67.30 61.71 94.67 95.72Yahoo 61.64 68.98 67.93 79.43 59.93 61.38 89.12 90.24

Table 7. Classi�ation results on individual omponents and their rough setbased ombination in terms of reall.Data set A B C D E F G HDmoz 57.83 71.56 68.95 79.59 56.58 57.85 88.89 90.15Looksmart 60.04 73.32 69.57 77.63 60.84 64.04 90.26 91.67WebKB 56.97 65.48 67.75 79.27 54.72 56.53 84.91 85.81Yahoo 57.90 67.51 66.86 78.85 54.41 54.39 86.42 87.14



Table 8. Classi�ation results on individual omponents and their rough setbased ombination in terms of miro average F1.Data set A B C D E F G HDmoz 59.85 70.92 72.57 80.76 61.08 62.69 91.87 92.66Looksmart 63.55 71.68 71.96 80.06 61.56 62.63 91.87 92.83WebKB 60.68 68.60 68.82 82.57 60.36 59.01 89.52 90.49Yahoo 59.71 68.24 67.39 79.14 57.04 57.67 87.74 88.66Table 9. Classi�ation results on individual omponents and their rough setbased ombination in terms of maro average F1.Data set A B C D E F G HDmoz 59.79 70.72 72.71 79.95 58.14 59.36 89.32 90.04Looksmart 62.86 71.89 67.11 78.28 61.14 61.26 87.63 88.74WebKB 59.37 69.15 65.68 82.46 58.81 57.71 87.23 91.85Yahoo 58.53 66.91 65.84 77.50 54.58 58.73 86.34 88.176.5 Comparisons with some reent hypertext lassi�ationtehniquesWe have ompared the performane of the proposed methods with existing lassi-�ation tehniques. A brief review of existing hypertext lassi�ation tehniquesis given below and these methods are onsidered for omparisons.
A1) The artile "Enhaned hypertext ategorization using hyperlinks"[8℄,is the �rst hypertext lassi�ation system that ombines textual and linkagefeatures into a general statistial model to infer the of interlinked douments.Relaxation labelling tehnique is used for better lassi�ation by exploiting linkinformation in a small neighborhood around douments.
B1) The artile "Improving A Page Classi�er with Anhor Extration andLink Analysis"[20℄, desribes a tehnique that improves a simple web page las-si�er's performane on pages from a new, unseen web site, by exploiting linkstruture within a site as well as page struture within hub pages. On real-worldtest ases, this tehnique signi�antly and substantially improves the aurayof a bag-of-words lassi�er, reduing error rate by about half, on average.
C1) The artile "Fast webpage lassi�ation using URL features"[6℄, exploresthe use of URLs for web page ategorization via a two-phase pipeline of wordsegmentation and lassi�ation. This tehnique quantify its performane againstdoument-based methods, whih require the retrieval of the soure douments.
D1)The artile, "Link-Loal Features for Hypertext Classi�ation"[21℄, demon-strates that the need to fous on relevant parts of predeessor pages, namely onthe region in the neighborhood of the origin of an inoming link. Authors haveinvestigated di�erent ways for extrating suh features, and ompared severaldi�erent tehniques for using them in a text lassi�er.



E1) The artile "Graph based Text Classi�ation: Learn from Your Neigh-bors"[22℄, presents a new method for graph-based lassi�ation, with parti-ular emphasis on hyperlinked text douments but broader appliability. Thisapproah is based on iterative relaxation labelling and an be ombined witheither Bayesian or SVM lassi�ers on the feature spaes of the given data items.The graph neighborhood is taken into onsideration to exploit loality patterns.
F1) In the artile, "Web Page Classi�ation with Heterogeneous Data Fu-sion"[23℄, the ontextual and strutural information, of web pages has beenrepresented into a ommon format of kernel matrix, via a kernel funtion. Ageneralized similarity measure between a pair of web pages is proposed. Theexperimental results on a olletion of the ODP database validate the advan-tages of the proposed method over traditional methods based on any single datasoure and the uniformly weighted ombination of them.
G1) Here a k-NN lassi�er on tensor spae model is onsidered where tensorsimilarity measure used is the distane between hypertext douments 6.3.
H1) Proposed split and merge lassi�ation where rough ensemble lassi�eron tensor spae model is onsidered 5.2.Results in terms of preision, reall, miro-F1 and maro-F1 of A1, B1, C1,

D1, E1, F1,G1 andH1 have been reported in Tables 10, 11,12 and 13 respetively.It an be observed that performane of the proposed methods (i.e., G1 and H1)are better than others in terms of preision, reall, miro-F1 and maro-F1.Among G1 and H1, H1 is found to be the better than G1.Table 10. Comparison of the eight hypertext lassi�ation methods in terms ofpreision.Data set A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 F1 G1 H1Dmoz 86.4 87.79 92.11 87.62 93.17 93.98 95.07 95.32Looksmart 91.82 86.15 89.81 87.27 87.78 88.9 93.55 94.02WebKB 87 89.9 86.43 90.5 93.18 87.39 94.67 95.72Yahoo 82.34 83.78 83.51 84.68 86.12 87.72 89.12 90.24
Table 11. Comparison of the eight hypertext lassi�ation methods in terms ofreall. Data set A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 F1 G1 H1Dmoz 82.62 86.78 85.18 84.21 83.95 84.71 88.89 90.15Looksmart 83.44 88.56 84.62 82.11 87.26 91.29 90.26 91.67WebKB 80 81.38 83.61 84.33 83.26 83.46 84.91 85.81Yahoo 80.5 82.54 83.61 85.11 81.56 83.13 86.42 87.14



Table 12. Comparison of the eight hypertext lassi�ation methods in terms ofmiro average F1.Data set A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 F1 G1 H1Dmoz 84.46 87.28 88.50 85.88 88.32 89.10 91.87 92.66Looksmart 87.42 87.33 87.13 84.61 87.51 90.07 91.87 92.83WebKB 83.35 85.42 84.99 87.30 87.94 85.37 89.52 90.49Yahoo 81.40 83.15 83.55 84.89 83.77 85.36 87.74 88.66Table 13. Comparison of the eight hypertext lassi�ation methods in terms ofmaro average F1.Data set A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 F1 G1 H1Dmoz 81.26 85.78 87.82 82.43 83.28 87.99 89.32 90.04Looksmart 86.09 85.45 83.25 83.87 87.69 88.89 87.63 88.74WebKB 81 84.32 81.45 86.46 85.16 84.81 87.23 91.85Yahoo 80.7 83.17 81.77 83.45 81.69 84.93 86.34 88.177 ConlusionWe proposed a split and merge lassi�ation of hypertext douments. In the splitproess the hypertext douments is represented in tensor spae model. Tensorspae model onsists of a sixth order tensor for eah hypertext doument, that isa di�erent vetor for eah of the di�erent types of features. In this representation,the features extrated from URL or Title are assigned in di�erent tensor om-ponents. In the merging proess, base level lassi�ation has been performed onindividual tensor omponents and ombined lassi�ation has been obtained byusing rough set based ensemble lassi�er. Two step improvement on the existinglassi�ation results of hypertext has been shown. In the �rst step we ahievebetter lassi�ation results by merging similarity distanes. In the seond stepfurther improvement of the results has been obtained by merging the outputof base level lassi�ers using rough ensemble lassi�er. Improvement took plaebeause of the initial split proess.AknowledgmentThe authors would like to thank the Department of Siene and Tehnology,Government of India, for funding the Center for Soft Computing Researh: ANational Faility. This paper was done when one of the authors, S. K. Pal, wasa J.C. Bose Fellow of the Government of India.
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